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1. Open the packing box: First cut the sealing tape
and open the box in the right direction, then take 
the bicycle out of the box. Pay attention to the
box staples and buckles when unpacking to prevent
scratches.

2. Installing the front wheel: If you received the
bicycle without an installed front wheel, first put the
wheel into the front fork like in the picture and adjust
the position, then tighten both right and left screws.
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WARNING:
1. This product needs to be assembled by adults !

2. Carefully inspect the bike for damage or wear before each ride ! 

3. Never leave the child unattended while riding !

4. Avoid the kids standing on the saddle or seat

5. Do not ride the bicycle in unsafe and harmful conditions

6. This product is not transportation tool, do not ride it on public 
transportation or roads

7. Do not allow kids to push the bicycle while another kid is riding

8. the maximum loading weight of this bicycle is 30 kg, suits for kids 

aged 1.5 - 6 years old.

9. Carefully follow the manual before the first ride.

10. Children must wear a helmet and should use protection while riding a bicycle.

This manual is a description of the installation for the bicycle, There are
slight differences for different models, please subject to the bicycle
you bought

1
Application scope

2
Installation process and suggestions

!
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3. Installing the handlebar: install the handle bar and stem subject to the
   bicycle models

（1）First, install the head set and put the T-shaped handle bar and stem into
         the head tube, there is a safety line on the stem, please make sure the line
         always under the head tube. Finally, adjust the height and direction, tighten
         the screws on the head set clamp, or tighten the top fixing screw.

（2) Using a hexwrench, unscrew and take off the 4 fixing screws on the stem (like
         picture 1), then put the handlebar in a proper position and adjust its angle. 
         Finally close the front fixing cover and tighten the 4 screws (please fix the
         two diagonal screw first then tighten, this tip in very important for fixing the
         handle bar's angle) (like picture 2)

4. Installing the saddle: install the saddle subject to bicycle models

-----------

--------------------------
------------------------------

----------------------
------------------

(Picture 1) (Picture 2) 



(1) Quick release: open the quick release clamp, put the seat post into the frame
       tube, adjust the seat height, than close the clamp tight.

(2) Screw clamp: use a hexwrench to loosen the screw, put the seat post into 
       the frame tube, adjust the seat height, then tighten the screw.

Adjust the saddle height subject to the bicycle you bought, the clamp must be 
closed tight and the safety line on the post must be covered by frame tube!

The saddle height can be adjusted to fit the kids' height. It must be set at the 
point when the kid can reach the ground with his tip toes. Make sure the seat 
clamp screw is tight after each adjustment.

Please tighen all the valves on the bicycle rim and other small parts with tools so 
that kids can't remove or eat them. If there are parts like a screw or a valve is broken 
or loose, fix them immediately and don't ride it until it is fixed.
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3
Safety instructions

! (WARNING: Mind the minimum insert mark on the seat post! It 
must be inside the frame tube!)
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Carefully inspect the frame, fork and tires for signs of wear or fatigue before each 
ride. Avoid unsafe or harmful conditions

Kids balance bikes are a non-public transport, do not use or ride it on public
transportation roads.

The toy should be used with caution, since skill is required to avoid falls or 
collisions causing injury to the user or third parties.

This bike is suited for kids aging 1.5 - 6 years old and heights 85-125 cm, the
maximum loading weight is 30 kg. Always supervise your child while cycling!

A bicycle rider without proper lighting and safety precautions may not have
good vision and may not be visible to others. Please supervise your kids and
use this product only in daytime.



1.For every rotating part, please add some bicycle oil to increase its
   lifespan
2. Avoid keeping the bicycle in cold, wet and high temperature environments
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Always keep a safe stopping distance between you and other vehicles or
objects. Adjust stopping distances and braking forces to suit the riding
conditions. Riding in proper speed to control the stop. Teach your kids
to stop the balance bike by his/her feet.

Wear a helmet and safety equipment, avoid hazardous clothing

Please set up the kids balance bike strictly following the manual

Carefully inspect every detail before each ride

Screw Torque References: M5 -7Nm              M8 -18Nm
                                                     M6 -10.8Nm        M10 -30Nm

It is recommended to use
water-soluble cleaning products
when cleaning your bike - 
avoid high-pressure washing
systems, like those at most car washes. 
The high pressure may force water into the bearings.

Any damage caused by improper use or negligent maintenance will be
inconvenient for damage. Please contact us if you have any other questions
Bungi Bungi Bicycles 
info@bungibungi.com or telephone +31 6 25354421
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Maintenance
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Cleaning
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Responsibility attribution


